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¡ Graph neural networks are widely adopted on a wide range of applications, e.g., bioinformatics and 
social study, especially popular for node classification task.

¡ Recently, many methods have studied the representations of GNNs from the perspective of 
optimization goals and spectral graph theory. 

¡ However, there still no perspective could explain the existing problems integratively, e.g., over-
smoothing problem and inferior performance for heterophilic graphs. 

¡ GNNs is actually representation learning methods, while its representation space is not studied yet –
feature space.

BACKGROUND



¡ We propose to analysis the feature space for existing GNNs with the help of a linear approximation.

¡ Reasonableness will be indirectly verified in the post-experiments.

¡ where                                        is the non-parametric feature space constructing function that inputs the graph 
data (e.g., node attributes and graph structure) and outputs a feature subspace, and

¡ is the parameter space to reweight the corresponding feature subspace for each class c, and T is a 
hyper-parameter of the number of the feature subspaces that the GNN contains. 

MOTIVATION



¡ We can summarize existing spatial and spectral GNN approaches as follows:

ANALYSIS



ANALYSIS

Proposition 3.1. Suppose the feature subspaces are constructed sequentially by .  As 
increases, the subspace gradually tends to be linearly correlated with     .. 

E.g., GPRGNN,



¡ Issue 1: Constraint from the weight sharing mechanism. 

From Table 1. we see that existing GNNs usually share parameter weights between different 
subspaces. Under linear correlation condition, using the weight-sharing method limits the 
expressiveness of the feature space.

ANALYSIS

Ø Modification 1: Feature Subspaces Flattening 



ANALYSIS

§ Issue 2: Constraint from limited dimensionality of node attributes.
When the node attributes       have a thin shape, is far from a sufficient feature space, making the 
regression system strictly over-determined.
In addition, without any assumption about the feature space construction, there is hardly an exact 
solution, e.g. heterophilic condition. 

Ø Modification 2: Structural Principal Components 



METHOD



¡ Node classification

EXPERIMENTS



¡ Ablation study

EXPERIMENTS



¡ SVD analysis

EXPERIMENTS



¡ Efficiency check

EXPERIMENTS



¡ In this paper, we provide the feature space view to analyze GNNs, which separates the feature space 
and the parameters. Together, we provide a theoretical analysis of the existing feature space of GNNs 
and summarize two issues. We propose 1) feature subspace flattening and 2) structural principal 
components for these issues. Extensive experimental results verify their superiority. 

¡ Limitations: 

¡ Nonlinear cases are not included in our work and will be considered in future work. 

¡ Also, the correlation between the subspaces should be studied more carefully beyond the linear correlation 
property; in a sense, the parameters can be further reduced by introducing reasonable constraints. 

¡ Finally, more feature space construction methods should be discovered for future work. 

CONCLUSIONS &  OPEN QUESTIONS
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